
Synopsis

ACT I

Sea levels are rising; waters dominate land; and humans scramble for their survival in search 
for	higher	ground.	A	young	child	finds	herself	separated	from	her	family	and	ends	up	in	a	
flooded	city,	deserted	by	its	human	inhabitants.	Monuments	have	been	uprooted	and
	rearranged,	and	animals	of	all	shapes	and	sizes	have	congregated	here	and	formed	an
 uneasy alliance as they try to live with this new unreliable climate. They have claimed this 
cityscape as their own – marking their territories in libraries, supermarkets, governmental 
buildings, and even places of worship.

The child is discovered by the wolf pack led by Raksha and Rama. Raksha wants to keep the 
child, but Rama insists that humans bring danger, and they must destroy it. Raksha protects 
Mowgli and presents her to an animal council, led by Akela, a dog, and with the watchful eyes 
in the sky of Chil, the kite. The animals speak of a mysterious hunter, a human who has been 
cast out by his own kind. The hunter has returned to these lands and keeps the animals in 
constant fear. After much deliberation, the child is accepted by the council and the naming 
process begins: Mowgli. Mowgli is set to work straight away; she must prove her worth and 
help the animals in their search for food. Maybe human instincts are just what they need.

Mowgli	finds	herself	in	the	company	of	Bagheera,	a	kidnapped	albino	panther	who	grew	up	
in a palace, and Baloo, an escaped dancing bear. However, on their quest for food, Mowgli is 
taken by the Bandar-log;lab monkeys who have had all kinds of experiments done on them. 
Through cunning, the Bandar-log outwit Baloo and Bagheera and steal Mowgli. Bagheera 
and	Baloo	must	now	find	an	animal	capable	of	striking	fear	into	the	Bandar-log.	After	all,	they	
are not animals of the tree world. They seek out Kaa, a rock python, who has escaped from 
captivity but still lives with the traumas of a lifetime stuck behind a glass viewing screen.

ACT II

Mowgli is taken to the Bandar-log’s lair, a ransacked governmental building. The Bandar-log 
are no strangers to humankind; they come from testing laboratories - and regurgitate 
commercial jingles and political rants they heard from their cages. They listened, copied, and 
aped the humans, but now they want to become them. Mowgli is the missing piece of the 
puzzle.	A	human	child	to	teach	them	how	to	fully	become	human.

With the help of Kaa, Baloo and Bagheera rescue Mowgli from the hands of the Bandar-log 
justat	the	moment	she	is	about	to	help	them	create	fire:	the	most	feared	possession	of	
mankind. Animals can’t control this. Mankind can.

When Mowgli is saved, the trio return to the council where Hathi, the leader of the elephants, 
tells them of their ancient tale, back to the time when the jungles they once knew were 
created.

But	when	the	hunter	finally	breaches	their	territory,	and	shoots	down	Chil,	the	animals	know	
that this spells the beginning of the endof the peace they have forged together. Mowgli, 
remembering	her	mother’s	words	throughout	her	journey,	decides	to	stand	up	and	fight	for	
her newfound friends and seeks out the hunter and end his savagery.




